Base Media Cloud is a
Ready Business
For the media storage and solutions company,
being ready means delivering 24/7 connectivity
for customers anywhere in the world
Vodafone
Power to you

Vodafone spent a lot of time and effort really
listening to us. We’re using them as a hosting
partner that we deploy our storage with, but we’re
also using them as a connectivity partner, so
customers can access the service anywhere in
the world.
Ben Foakes
Founder
Base Media Cloud

Digitally diverse
As the media market evolves and production teams are
challenged to work in more geographically diverse ways,
the expansion of media distribution across multiple
platforms is inevitable.
Base Media Cloud are on a mission to redeﬁne media
storage and work ﬂows across the globe, giving media
companies tailored and ﬂexible cloud solutions and
storage.
By partnering with Vodafone Cloud & Hosting Services,
Base Media Cloud can leverage world-class infrastructure
to provide high quality services for their customers, no
matter how big or small.

Challenge

Solution

Beneﬁts

Growth of the media industry globally means
customers around the world need somewhere
to store masses of data

Vodafone fibre connectivity

No need to invest in expensive data centre
infrastructure or hundreds of staff members

Media companies and production houses need
to upload and securely access content 24/7
The need for a storage solution that doesn’t
involve a large intake of staff, a move of
premises or costly infrastructure

Managed hosting and CoLocation racks in
Vodafone’s flagship Uxbridge data centre with
Tier 3 Security Accreditation
Vodafone Cloud & Hosting Services as a hosting,
CoLocation and connectivity partner

Global access for customers 24/7 and peace
of mind that content is secure in the Vodafone
data centre and on the Vodafone network
Ability to scale and adapt solutions for small,
medium and global media companies
Potential for International growth, with 28
Vodafone data centres, in the UK, Europe and
South Africa

The rise of a more digital world
In today’s digital world, the days of storing data
using time-consuming tapes and dust gathering
drives, are numbered.
Launched in 2015, Base Media Cloud are a media
specific cloud storage and workflow solutions
company.
Working with sole traders to global enterprises,
they offer customers a flexible and pay per use
service, based on real life consumption.

We’re working in a way where
our customers get peace of mind
that whatever they send is in
the Vodafone data centre and
on the Vodafone network,
but they still get our
personalised approach.

Formed by Ben Foakes, following over a decade of
industry experience, Base Media Cloud custom
builds services to help customers store anything
from broadcast footage and commercials, through
to documentaries and dramas. “We evolved from
the world of TV, commercials and film,” says Ben.
“I’ve seen what’s been happening to the industry,
and I’ve been watching what’s been going on in the
cloud sector. I was looking forward to a day when I
could bring them together.”

Ben Foakes
Founder
Base Media Cloud

Ridding customers of duplicate drives, slow
shipping and costly infrastructure to store masses
of raw files, Base Media Cloud simplify work flows,
increase efficiency and reduce costs.
“When we go to a customer, we find out exactly
what they need, we set up their systems, train their
users and get them going,” explains Ben. “Whether
its digital media rushes backup, long term backup
or archive storage. We also provide file transfer
hubs. We help media companies deal with the
exponential growth in data. It’s predicted that the
media industry globally is going to be generating
99 million terabytes per year, by the end of 2018
and these customers around the world have got to
have somewhere to put it.”

“Customers simply log in over a web browser and
off they go straight away.”
By deploying services within Vodafone’s secure
facilities, less than 20 miles from London, Base
Media Cloud offers an enhanced solution designed
for demanding data and digital media.
“Working with Vodafone enables us to scale and
adapt our solutions for small, medium and global
media companies,” adds Ben.
“Vodafone spent a lot of time and effort really
listening to us. We’re using them as a hosting
partner that we deploy our storage with, but we’re
also using them as a connectivity partner, so
customers can access the service anywhere in the
world. This partnership allows us to continually
scale our business based on growing customer
demand.”

Everything under one roof

Peace of mind and scalability

With customers able to access files from anywhere,
24 hours a day, seven days a week, using a high
speed network connection and cloud are key.
Without it, there would be no way of dealing with
such a big burst of capacity requirement.
Base Media Cloud needed a provider that could
offer best-in-class infrastructure, network
connectivity and managed private cloud services,
under one roof.

Since partnering with Vodafone Cloud & Hosting
Services, Base Media Cloud have ensured
wide-reaching access for all their customers,
whatever their size, and wherever they are in the
world. “We have customers in America sending
150GB of footage every day, all via our platform
hosted with Vodafone,” explains Ben. “It’s allowing
them to save thousands on flights, staff and hard
drives. We’ve also got another customer
exchanging files between Leeds and India.
“We’re designing tailored solutions, leveraging
Vodafone background infrastructure. Customers
get peace of mind that their content is in the
Vodafone data centre and on the Vodafone
network, but they still get our personalised
approach.”

As partner of choice for high speed networks and
business critical infrastructure projects for the
media industry, Base Media Cloud were quick to
choose Vodafone to launch this cloud service for
the new era. “We wanted all those solutions in one
location, in one base centre,” said Ben. “With
Vodafone Cloud & Hosting Services, we buy
CoLocation racks in their flagship primary data
centre in Uxbridge, we get virtualised servers
monitored and managed everyday and it’s all
plugged into the Vodafone backbone network.

working with Vodafone, we don’t have to buy any
equipment, so we can offer our really quick service,
at a lower cost for our customers,” says Ben.
With this approach, Base Media Cloud have big
plans for the future and hope that the partnership
with Vodafone will help them grow from strength
to strength.
“Within the next two years we’re going to be
outside of the UK, we’re planning to have hubs all
over the world for different core media industry
territories,” says Ben. “I think the fact that we’ve
approached it in this way where we don’t have
expensive assets and we’re not locked to one
location, means we can track the market, what the
media sector wants and where they want us to be
and then we can be there really fast.”
The vision for Base Media Cloud is to be the online
go-to platform for media. “We’re going to be adding
in ability to view files, edit files, and deliver straight
to cinema and straight to broadcast,” concludes
Ben. “It’s going to be quite a complex platform in
the next couple of years. We’re hoping to grow in
parallel with Vodafone, so that’s a key reason why
we want to partner with them.”

Working with Vodafone, Base Media Cloud has also
been able to scale and grow, without employing
more staff members or investing in expensive
infrastructure. “With this partnership approach and
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